Info Challenge
Chatterbooks activity pack

Info Challenge
About this pack
November is Non-Fiction month, so here is a pack all about different kinds of non-fiction or information
books and the fascination of facts and real-life stories!
In this pack, you’ll find some great suggestions for information and fact books for your groups to
explore, read and enjoy, together with ideas for fact-finding challenges and activities. We hope you
enjoy them, together with all the discussion and activity ideas, and further reading suggestions.
This pack is brought to you by The Reading Agency and their publisher partnership Children’s Reading
Partners.
Chatterbooks is a reading group programme for children aged 4 to 12 years. It is coordinated by The
Reading Agency and its patron is author Dame Jacqueline Wilson. Chatterbooks groups run in libraries
and schools, supporting and inspiring children’s literacy development by encouraging them to have a
great time reading and talking about books.
Find out more at: www.readinggroups.org/chatterbooks
You can buy Chatterbooks packs in The Reading Agency shop:
https://shop.readingagency.org.uk/collections/children
You can find hundreds of free resources for children on the Chatterbooks resources page:
https://readingagency.org.uk/resources/?programme=chat
The Reading Agency is an independent charity working to inspire more people to read more through
programmes for adults, young people and children – including the Summer Reading Challenge and
Chatterbooks. Find out more at www.readingagency.org.uk
Children’s Reading Partners is a national partnership of children’s publishers and libraries, coordinated
through The Reading Agency, working together to bring reading promotions and author events to as
many children and young people as possible.
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The books
Happy: A Children's Book of Mindfulness

Nicola Edwards and Katie Hickey

Caterpillar Books

978-1848577176

The perfect soothing read for quiet time, Happy gently encourages young
readers to explore their emotions and the beautiful world around them, with
stunning illustrations and thought-provoking rhymes on every page. This poetic
journey to a place of happiness and calm will inspire and empower your child to
enjoy the practice of mindfulness.
Nicola Edwards was raised by the seaside in beautiful Brighton. She loves
reading, dancing, rhyming and turquoise things. She now lives with her husband
in East London and spends her days writing and editing children’s books.
Katie Hickey is a freelance illustrator who graduated from Falmouth University in beautiful (and slightly
soggy) Cornwall, England. Katie takes inspiration from her travels and surroundings to create characterful
and atmospheric images.
Discussion
What is mindfulness?
Share with the group that today they are going to learn something called Mindfulness. Has anyone ever
heard the word Mindfulness? Mindfulness is noticing what is happening in the present moment. It can help
us learn to pay close attention to many things and to calm us down when we are angry or sad. Mindfulness
can help us notice when we are happy or grateful too (mindup.org).
Mindfulness is not:
 Positive thinking
 A relaxation technique
 Going into a trance
 Trying to blank your mind
(egfl.org.uk)
Now we know what Mindfulness is – how can we set up our session (e.g. how we are sitting, the lighting of
the room) to help you be most mindful?
Look at the cover of this book – how would you feel if you were the child? Where do you go to feel most
mindful? What do you do when you want to calm yourself down or want to focus more?
Activity
Read the book as a group and then create a poster about why mindfulness is important, what it is or
suggestions of ways to be more mindful.
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So You Think You Know About Spinosaurus? Dr Ben Garrod
Head of Zeus

978-1786697943

Biologist and TV scientist Dr Ben Garrod's fun, funny, informative and collectable
series of books about dinosaurs is the most up-to-date on the market. Ben Garrod is
proud to be a geek as he mixes hard science and humour to prove that science is for
everyone. Looking at the evolutionary arms race, prey, predators, place, time, groups
and species, Ben reveals new-look dinosaurs. Additional sections include: Ask an
Expert, New Science and Fossil Finder as well as quizzes to test your dinosaur
knowledge.
Ben Garrod is an evolutionary biologist and broadcaster. He has lived and worked across the world,
protecting wild chimpanzees in Africa, stalking polar bears in the Arctic and helping dig up the largest
dinosaur ever discovered, in South America.
Discussion
Did you know that not all dinosaurs are green and scaly, some are ginger and feathered? Or that they didn’t
all roar, they cooed like pigeons? Or that the ultimate prehistoric predator is actually not a dinosaur?
What fun facts did you learn from the book? How many facts can you and a partner remember from So You
Think You Know About Spinosaurus?
Activity
Infographics
Show some fun infographics to the group so that they can see how facts are explained visually by pictures
and charts.
Here is a neat video, which clearly shows the different kinds of infographics/charts you can make – including
simple charts, pie charts, graphs, flow charts: http://www.coolinfographics.com/blog/2011/1/12/i-lovecharts-pbs-kids-video.html.
Now create your own – what information from the book could you show using an infographic?
More infographics activity suggestions




Create a chart for your favourite non-fiction books and/or authors
Display information from a favourite info book – e.g. a book about animals
Make a reading chart to plot your group’s reading for the month, or even the year!

You can find an activity pack for So You Think You Know About Dinosaurs on the Chatterbooks resources
page: https://readingagency.org.uk/resources/2637/.
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Life the Flap Engineering

Rose Hall and Alex Frith

Usborne

978-1474943659

Engineering helps shape the world around us, from the houses and cities we live in,
to the way we travel, and even the sound of the music we listen to. Lift the flaps in
this fascinating book to discover how engineering works and the many things
engineers do. Published for the 2018 Year of Engineering.

Alex Frith author of the Big Book of Big Dinosaurs, Alex Frith has been writing Usborne books since 2005,
covering every subject you can think of, from chemistry to submarines to the human brain. He loves reading
comics and watching films. His favourite dinosaur is the pachycephalosaurus.
Discussion
Do you like to build things? Do you find it fun to figure out how a machine works?
If so, you might enjoy mechanical engineering. Engineering is a way of doing. Engineering is solving
problems, using a variety of materials, designing, creating, and building things that work. Engineers work in
teams to solve problems. The problems could be anything from how to fire a rocket into space, to how to
repair someone’s heart.
As a group discuss what personality traits you need to have to be a good engineer. You could create a mind
map with Engineering written in the centre, and add your traits to it.
How many things can the group think of that engineers have created or developed?
Activity
Create the most stable structure
What you will need:





Mini marshmallows or blu tack
Paper straws or spaghetti
Scissors
A small object to place on the top of the structure to measure stability (e.g. a toy car)

Let the group know that cubes and triangles create the most stable and strongest structures.
Get the group to work in pairs to plan and create a structure to hold the small object. Make sure you leave
time to test the structures to discuss why they think the structures were/were not stable.
You can find an activity booklet for Lift the Flap Engineering on the Chatterbooks resources page:
https://readingagency.org.uk/resources/2917/.
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Timelines of Everything

DK and Smithsonian Institution

DK

978-0241302323

Explore an illustrated history of the world through more than 130 timelines for
kids. From dinosaurs and Vikings to the history of cinema and espionage, discover
incredible world history in this lavish collection of timelines.
Jam-packed with surprising facts and amazing details, such as the most
bloodthirsty pirate of all time and the first crime to be solved by studying
fingerprints, Timelines of Everything will take you on a whirlwind journey through an illustrated history of
time, from the Big Bang to the modern world.
DK’s aims to inspire, educate and entertain have always remained the same. Now a world leading illustrated
reference publisher, DK is committed to delivering world-class information with unparalleled clarity, crafted
with quality and authority you can trust. DK books act as friendly and knowledgeable companions
throughout every stage of life. A baby’s first board book comforts and delights, a children’s atlas sparks a
curious mind, and a travel guide ensures that trip of a lifetime is everything you dreamed.
Discussion
How do you like to get your facts and information?
Which of these are you?





A fact gatherer – collecting key facts, making lists and top tens
A pictures person – exploring pictures to see what they tell you. It is often said that ‘a picture is
worth a thousand words’
A words person – someone who likes a good chunk of information to read or someone who likes to
get their info through a good story
A charts and diagrams person – enjoying graphics and visual ways of presenting data

Talk in your group about all these different ways of accessing and recording information – what works best
for each person in your group?
Activity
Be Info Challenge Quiz Masters!
Plan and run your own Info Challenge Quiz.
This could work in several ways – e.g.
 Your group researches and sets the questions, and then runs the quiz for their
classmates to take part, answering the questions
 Divide into two teams – each team researches a set of questions and they ask
the other team the questions
Suggestions for your quiz:
 Divide it up into rounds, each with a different subject – say 5 questions per round
 Have one of these rounds as ‘General Knowledge’
 6 rounds is probably plenty
 Have a tie-breaker in case there’s a draw. This could be the best of 3 questions
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The Nobel Book of Answers

Bettina Stiekel

Atheneum Books for Young Readers

978-1442421936

Since 1901, the Nobel Prize has honoured the world's great geniuses in the most
important fields: physics, chemistry, medicine, literature, economics, and world peace.
What if children could ask these creative thinkers about some of life's most intriguing
mysteries, such as ‘What is love?’ The answers from the Dalai Lama, Desmond Tutu,
and seventeen other Nobel Prize laureates are rich with surprise, humour, and of
course, wisdom. Every single answer will make you think…and learn something new.
Discussion
Use post-it notes to create a board of questions that the group would like answered. These can be big
questions like ‘Is there a heaven?’ to small questions like ‘Why does chocolate taste so good?’
Think about the Nobel Prize winners the group has learned about from the book – who would they suggest
would be the best person to answer the question? Then ask them to think of people they know who they
could go to when they have these questions. What makes them a good person to ask?
Activity
Wordsearch – The Nobel Peace Prize
Look for them in the squares below – across, down, up, diagonally, and from right to left. Do you know
who or what they all are?
*Answers on page 16
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National Trust: 2019 Nature Month-By-Month: A Children's Almanac
Anna Wilson and Elly Jahnz
Nosy Crow

978-1788003391

Beautifully illustrated by Elly Jahnz and written by nature lover and wild swimmer
Anna Wilson, this fantastic, fully illustrated guide to the year includes nature
spotter guides, indoor and outdoor craft and activity ideas, seasonal recipes and
celebrations of religious festivals and special days, such as the 50th anniversary of
the first moon landing. This gorgeous nature yearbook will encourage young
readers to connect with nature and the world around them.
Anna Wilson lives in Bradford on Avon, Wiltshire, with her family, cats, chickens, ducks and a tortoise called
Hercules. She has written numerous wonderful picture books and fiction titles for Pan Macmillan,
HarperCollins and Stripes. A keen wild swimmer, Anna’s passion for animals and the natural world shines
through in all her work.
Elly Jahnz is an illustrator and graphic designer based in Falmouth, Cornwall. Formerly a designer for fashion
brand Seasalt Cornwall, she now works with a range of clients all over the world on everything from
magazine and newspaper editorial to books, packaging and shop signage.

Discussion
An almanac is an annual publication listing a set of events forthcoming in the next year. It can include
information like weather forecasts, special days, tide tables, and other data often arranged according to the
calendar.
Is this Nature Month-By-Month Almanac useful to you? Was there any additional information you would like
included?
As a group, you could then discuss other topics that it would be useful to have an almanac about.

Activity
Get children to think of their favourite animals – what facts do they know about these animals? Why are
they their favourite?
Show the children to the Animals section of the library and say that they can either create a poster or a fact
file about their favourite animals. These pieces of work can then be used to create a lovely display in your
library.
You can find a great template for children to use to create their own fact files on the British Council
resources page: https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/en/writing-practice/animal-fact-file.
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More activity ideas
Info Ice Breaker
Here’s a fun idea for the beginning of your session:
On separate bits of paper write down different subjects – e.g. ‘fishing’, ‘dinosaurs’, and put them all in a hat.
Include subjects that you know your group finds interesting.
Each person gets to pull a subject out of the hat – they then either tell the group a fact about this subject, or
nominate someone else to answer. This works really well, especially when certain children are known for
loving certain subjects.

Fact Board
Get together lots of newspapers, magazines, and/or photocopies of non-fiction books for your group to look
at. Ask them to cut out any interesting facts, for example:
1. Fish with interesting surroundings are brainier.
2. When a cat lies on its back it wants its head stroked.
Pin the facts to a board to create your group’s very own Fact Board. You could also do this exercise online
using Pinterest. http://www.pinterest.com/
If you have time, why not play a memory game to see how many facts you can remember from the board?
Author Fact File
Get your group to check out their favourite authors on the internet. You can find authors on publisher
websites, but lots of authors have their own websites too. Ask your group to collect as many facts about the
author as they can: When were they born? Where do they live? What was the first book they ever wrote?
Once they have gathered all their facts, they can create their very own Author Fact File.
Read the fact files out and vote for the one you found most interesting.
AUTHOR FACT FILE
Date of birth:
Home town:
Title of first book:
More books by this author:

Your favourite book by this author:
Extra facts about this author – e.g. What inspired him/her to write? Favourite food?!
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Info Code Challenge round the Library!
This is all about the library’s own special code to help you find information books – the Dewey Decimal
Code.
Your group can do this Challenge in various ways, depending on their ages and abilities – e.g. starting with
numbers and finding the books on the shelves; or starting with a list of information subjects and looking
them up in the library’s Dewey chart or code book – then going to the shelves to find the books!
Talk about how the Dewey code works, grouping information books in subjects and making it easier to find
the book you want.
Divide your group into 2 teams, or pairs, and give each team or pair a list of Dewey numbers.
Ask them to find the books matching those numbers – one book for each number.
The winning team/pair is the one that does this fastest and gets them all right.
This will probably work best in the library space if
 Teams take it in turns to find their books – ask someone to be a referee to time them!
 Each team has a different list of numbers (so the second team doesn’t have an advantage!)
Or you could use a sheet like the one below and ask people to write down the title of each book next to its
number.
The list can be in numerical order – or mixed up.
You could put the subject next to the number, to help people find the right books.
You could also have a referee to check the books/titles against the lists of numbers.

Dewey Number
133 (Ghosts)
520 (Stars, planets)
560 (Dinosaurs & fossils)
599 (Mammals)
612 (Human Body)
629 (Cars)
636 (Pets)
641 (Food and drink)
796 (Football)
917 (North America)
920 (Biographies)

Title of book found
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Here’s a suggested template for the harder version, where you have a list of subjects and need to find out
the Dewey code number before finding the books.
Remember that for some of the subjects you need to home in on a Key Word so that you can find the Dewey
Code number – e.g. for the subject Keeping a rabbit as a pet try Pets as well as Rabbits
Subject

Code

Title of book found

Space exploration

Cars
Keeping a rabbit as a pet
Tip: Try Pets when you are
looking for the Dewey Code
number
World War 1

Cookery

Football

China
The Fire of London
Tip: If you can’t find this in the
Dewey Code book, find the
code for English History & look
there
Top Ten Board
Once your group has really got going on getting to know your library’s information books section, and had
the chance to browse lots of different books, they could start to rate their favourite Top Ten books for
different subjects – and then create a Top Ten Board with lists (or charts or pictograms!)
e.g. Your Top 10 History books; Top 10 Animal books; Top 10 Science books.
Amazing Facts – make a drama of them!
Have groups of three/four children and ask each group to collect five
amazing facts.
In each group one person reads out the amazing facts, and the others
do actions for a mini-presentation describing each fact.
This is lots of fun (can be quite silly too!) – and a great way of learning,
and remembering, new facts!

Top Gear Chatterbooks Group, Kent Libraries & Sandwich Infant School
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More Non-Fiction titles
Different kinds of information books
Fun facts and statistics
Steve Backshall
Orion Children’s

Deadly Diaries
978-1444008487

In Deadly Diaries, Steve Backshall shares what it means to him to film the world's top
predators. Learn how it feels to have a blue whale silently power past you in crystal clear
Indian Ocean waters or to dangle beneath a helicopter and be dropped onto a crocodile
nest while the mother crocodile is still there! Read about Steve's travels across 6
continents in 6 months.
Steve Backshall
Orion Children’s

Deadly Factbook: Insects and Spiders
978-1444006353

Discover the world's most extraordinary creatures in the second DEADLY factbook from
BAFTA award winning DEADLY TV presenter Steve Backshall.
See also the Deadly Factbooks about Mammals; Reptiles and Amphibians; Fish, Squid and
Jellyfish.

Kay Barnham
Raintree

Could I Sit on a Cloud?
978-1406259483

This book takes a fun look at science by asking a series of quirky yet thought-provoking
questions. It contains a wealth of fascinating information and bizarre facts about science
– e.g. ‘Can I make my own rainbow?’ ‘Why don’t I fall out of a roller-coaster when it goes
upside down?’

Tom Jackson
Red Lemon Press

Stop the Clock!
978-1783420056

A fantastic book packed full of terrific trivia! A lot can happen in a minute – and imagine
what could happen in a second, hour, day or year (or even longer)! Find out in this factfilled book, packed with terrific trivia, eye-popping photographs and hours of fun.

Paul Mason
Wayland

Truth or Busted: The Fact or Fiction behind Urban Myths
978-0750269605

Truth or Busted's Urban Myths title explores popular myths and legends, sayings and
notions in a light and humorous way. Such statements as 'You can get sucked down an
aeroplane loo' or 'Your fingernails keep growing after you die' are examined, as well as
where the ideas came from, whether they have any basis in truth, or whether they are
simply myths. Each statement is given a TRUTH or BUSTED evaluation.
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Some gross and sensational info facts!
Anne Rooney
Barrington Stoke

Revolting Records
978-1781120712

What's the worst smell in the world? The ugliest animal? The most revolting parasite?
You'll find the answers to all these questions and more in this book of most revolting
things...Particularly suitable for reluctant readers and for 10-14s with a reading age of
8+. You may have heard about world records for things like the fastest runner or tallest
person, but how about the records of some truly disgusting facts and feats - like the
grossest smells, most horrible hobbies or revolting foods?

John Townsend
Frankin Watts

Mad, Bad and Just Plain Dangerous: Romans
978-1445121918

Time to take a sideways look at the bizarre and outrageous from throughout history and it's all TRUE! Which mad idea poisoned thousands of Romans? What dangerous
sport was most likely to get you killed? Find out the answers to these questions, along
with lots of facts, quizzes, and other bonkers stuff as you take a journey into the darkest
crannies of Roman history with Mad, Bad and Just Plain Dangerous!

Infographics
John Richards & Ed Simkins Machines and Vehicles
Wayland
978-0750269025
Welcome to the world of infographics! This exciting form of data visualisation uses
icons, pictograms and graphics to present information in a whole new way. Marvel at
the science and engineering behind the world's mightiest machines, high speed
records, jet engines and powerful rockets - all visualised in beautifully designed
infographics.

Information books with pictures and information ‘bites’
Nick Hunter
A & C Black

The Great Fire of London
978-1408193037

The Great Fire of London destroyed the homes of almost 90 per cent of London's
population. From the outbreak of the fire at a bakery on Pudding lane, to firefighting
techniques and meddling Lord Mayors, The Great Fire Unclassified takes readers on a
journey back in time to uncover the true story behind London's most destructive ever
fire. A true and real account of the Great Fire and how it shaped Britain today.
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A Scrapbook approach
Michaela Morgan
Frances Lincoln

Walter Tull’s Scrapbook
978-1847804914

The inspirational true story of Walter Tull’s life is vividly reimagined here in
scrapbook form, drawing on photographs, documents and records of his life. Born in
Kent, in 1888, Walter Tull became the first black British professional outfield football
player. His leadership and courage in the trenches of the First World War won him a
recommendation for a Military Cross that was never awarded because of his skin
colour.

Picture book giving information
Mick Manning
Frances Lincoln

The Secrets of Stonehenge
978-1847803467

Why was this amazing monument erected? How did our Stone-Age ancestors bring
such massive stones to the site from so far away? How did they raise the enormous
stones to their upright positions? What was Stonehenge used for? With captions
and pictures, and using research discoveries, Mick Manning & Brita Granström tell
the story of this awe-inspiring monument – one of the greatest ancient sites in the
world.

Facts through fiction
Alan Durant
Barrington Stoke

Stat Man
978-1781121351

Meet Arnie - the original football anorak! There isn't a bit of football trivia he doesn't
know. But can he brush up enough on his skills on the pitch to help out his local side?
Arnie Keen loves stats - statistics, facts and figures. But best of all he likes football
stats, and that is why people call him Stat Man. A charming story filled with loads of
facts about football! Also suitable for reluctant, struggling and dyslexic readers.
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Here are more information and fact-finding books and series
Author
SERIES

Title

Publisher

ISBN

Terry Deary

Horrible Histories - Many
titles available about all
periods throughout
history

Scholastic

n/a

Mitchell Symons

Trivia Books - E.g. Do
Igloos have Loos?

Red Fox

n/a

Tony Robinson

Weird World of Wonders
- action-packed, factfilled books, including
Greek; Romans;
Egyptians; World War 1;
World War 2; Inventions

Macmillan

n/a

Various

My Story - A history
collection of books
written as fictional
diaries

Scholastic

n/a

A & C Black/Bloomsbury
Oxford University Press

978-1472904010
978- 199119806

Kingfisher

978-753435908

MORE TITLES
Rob Colson
Clive Gifford
Dan Green

Bone Collection: Animals
Fantastic Football
Space Exploration: It is
Rocket Science

Matt Master

Top Gear: 100 Fastest
Cars

BBC Children’s Books

978-1405907170

Glenn Murphy

Space: the Whole WhizzBang Story

Macmillan Children's
Books

978-1447226239

National Geographic
Kids

5000 Awesome facts
about Everything

National Geographic
Society

978-1426310492

Have a look too at the Phoenix Comic: http://www.thephoenixcomic.co.uk/ and Aquila Magazine:
http://www.aquila.co.uk/
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Wordsearch answers
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